
WORK EXPERIENCE

ABOUT ME

MARCH 2020 - MAY 2023

 TRANSCRIPTION, CONTENT MODERATOR, DATA ANALYST AS FREELANCER

Worked on content moderation of the Brainly project on
the Upwork platform. Have categorized subjects and
questions posted and machine data. Includes Quality
checking, analyzing and researching and correcting the data
received.
Worked with Voxtab and GienTech companies on
transcription and editing projects. Have used tools like
Aegisub and Veed.io for editing and tagging. Includes Macro
checks manually and AI tools to ensure quality transcription.
Worked on transcription projects like Clinical research,
Medical survey and interviews of Medical equipment and
Marketing interviews. This helped me accurately transcribing
complex medical terminology and capturing important
details.. Worked on projects with accents like American,
Japanese, European, Indian, Ireland and British English.
Volunteered for a non-profit organization, where I dedicated
my efforts to facilitating smooth financial transactions,
maintaining and organizing the organization's accounts, and
preparing monthly, quarterly, and annual reports. Worked on
MS Office tools, google sheets, and MS Excel Pivot tables.
Worked on a Data Analysis and Visualization project as a
freelancer using Power BI. Worked on Data Cleaning using
Power Query, and DAX functions also on SQL queries for data
pulling. Created visualizations using Power BI Desktop.

To secure a challenging and rewarding position in an organization
where I can utilize my skills and expertise and contribute to the
company's success. I am dedicated to delivering high-quality
results and continuously enhancing my skills to excel in various
roles. I am committed to driving growth, solving complex
problems, and making a meaningful impact through my work.

CONTACT

+91-9490413566

gjprakash018@gmail.com

LinkedIn Profile

18-2-117, ASR Colony Bhadrachalam

MERN Full Stack Development

Dr Paul Raj Engineering College
B.Tech in EEE

MAY2022 -JUN2023

2013 - 2016

EDUCATION

Voice art ist ,  Subtit ler
and Content Moderator

Jaya
Prakash

 Communication Skills
  ★★★★★ 
Collaboration & Teamwork
  ★★★★★ 
Effective Time Management
  ★★★★★ 
Attention to Detail
  ★★★★★ 
Analytical and Critical
Thinking
  ★★★★☆ 

SKILLS

Nxt Wave Technologies, Hyderabad

MAY  2022 - JUNE 2023

INTERN  AT NXT WAVE TECHNOLOGIES, HYDERABAD

Developed and designed websites using HTML, CSS,
JavaScript and SQL ensuring seamless functionality.
Worked on 4.0 Technologies and python programming.
Built static and responsive websites, implementing
localization strategies for a global audience.

SEPT  2019 - AUG 2021

JR SOFTWARE ENGINEER AT LOMAA IT SOLUTIONS, VIJAYAWADA

Hosted and managed client websites to guarantee optimal
performance and user experience.
Built static and responsive websites, implementing
localization strategies for a global audience
Worked on e-book software like Latex for editing. Worked on
MS office applications like excel, word etc...

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaya-prakash-g-178083268/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaya-prakash-g-178083268/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaya-prakash-g-178083268/


NOVEMBER 2022 - MAY 2023

LOCALIZATION AND TRANSLATION

Worked on localization content at Pixelogic Media. Have
translated Metadata and subtitles for Hollywood Projects
like Universal and Paramount Pictures. Used tools like
Pixelogic Composition Editor and Localization Library for
these projects. 
Working on e-learning subtitles projects with OdinSchool
and with Geintech on subtitling and transcription services
for audio-video and anime projects. Creating Srt files, and
subtitle templates and burning them into videos.
Worked with White Globe Translations for Lokalize platform
Quality checking the website and app localization content.
Working as a Quality Reviewer/ Proofreader for translations
and transcriptions at Voxtab. 

SEPT  2022 - PRESENT

VOICE-OVER ARTIST

Worked with Futurebee AI for a voice-over project in Telugu.
Have delivered the project with accurate dialect, crisp and
clear pronunciation.
Worked on Bhashini AI Pvt Lmt for a voice-over project for e-
learning content.
Have participated in a lot of public speaking and teaching
programs,  which are related to science, nature and religious
histories.

Prompt Engineering

SEO

Web Design

Data Vizualizations

OTHERS SKILLS


